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Abstract We present a range of testing techniques for
the Abstract Behavioral Specification (ABS) language
and apply them to an industrial case study. ABS is a for-
mal modeling language for highly variable, concurrent,
component-based systems. The nature of these systems
makes them susceptible to the introduction of subtle
bugs that are hard to detect in the presence of steady
adaptation. While static analysis techniques are avail-
able for an abstract language such as ABS, testing is
still indispensable and complements analytic methods.
We focus on fully automated testing techniques includ-
ing blackbox and glassbox test generation as well as run-
time assertion checking, which are shown to be effective
in an industrial setting.

1 Introduction

Model-based testing is of particular importance in the
context of complex concurrent and highly variable soft-
ware systems. The nature of these systems makes them
susceptible to the introduction of subtle bugs that are
hard to spot and easy to overlook in the presence of
steady adaptation. When developing software systems
with high variability, for example, in the context of prod-
uct line engineering [28], typically different products are
generated that compute the same result (commonality)
but which have differing non-functional requirements (vari-
ability), such as security levels, performance, etc. The
availability of test cases with a good degree of code cov-
erage is essential to ensure that these different products
compute the same result.

? This research is partially funded by the EU project FP7-
231620 HATS: Highly Adaptable and Trustworthy Software using
Formal Models (http://www.hats-project.eu).

In this paper we work with a model-centric ap-
proach based on the Abstract Behavioral Specification
(ABS) language [18,15]. ABS is an industry-strength,
executable modeling language intended for highly vari-
able, concurrent, component-based systems. ABS soft-
ware models abstract away from implementation de-
tails, but retain essential behavioral aspects. ABS has
an easy-to-understand concurrency model, yet permits
to model precisely synchronous as well as asynchronous
operations with state changes. It has been carefully de-
signed to make static analysis techniques feasible, in-
cluding type checking, deadlock analysis, resource anal-
ysis, and even functional verification [12]. Static analy-
ses provide formal assurances of the quality, correctness
and trustworthiness of ABS models. Yet they do not
render testing obsolete: functional verification is often
expensive and non-automatic—formal verification can-
not keep up with frequent changes that typically occur
during development. In addition, analysis techniques ad-
dress the correctness of source code or bytecode, but
do not cover compilation to machine executable code or
possible bugs in runtime environments. This is where
model-based testing becomes important. A selection of
tests with good coverage that are run on a regularly (e.g.,
nightly) basis, help to discover bugs at an early stage. In
addition, to guard against regression, one may generate
test cases from one product variant to validate the be-
havior of other or later versions. Variability in software
systems clearly increases the need for testing. For this
reason it is very valuable that the primitives provided
by ABS to describe variability also allow one to cleanly
separate testing code from production code as illustrated
in the ABSUnit framework in Sect. 5 below.

Testing and glassbox test generation require the sys-
tem under test to be executable. This renders testing a
product-level rather than a family-level activity in prod-
uct line engineering [28]. In this paper we do not discuss
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Figure 1. An overview of ABS testing techniques

testing at the family level, which is still an open research
challenge. The issue is discussed further in Sect. 9.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the ABS testing tech-
niques and how they complement each other. Glassbox
testing and test generation are realised on top of the
ABSUnit framework and the aPET automatic test gen-
erator [1]. Glassbox techniques need access to the source
code under test and are mainly suitable for testing state-
based functional properties. In contrast to this, black-
box testing is used to test whether an ABS model satis-
fies trace-based safety or liveness properties. For this the
learning-based testing tool LBTest [23] is used. LBTest
does not require access to the source code and incre-
mentally learns instead a model by observing system
runs. Finally, runtime assertion checking (RAC) is used
to complement glassbox and blackbox testing. It allows
to check safety properties as well as state-based func-
tional properties. Runtime assertion checking does not
need explicit test cases, but instruments ABS models
with assertions derived from given requirements.

Both static and dynamic analysis techniques are made
available through the ABS tool suite [31]. The tool suite
provides compiler backends that take ABS models and
generate either executable programs in implementation
languages such as Java and Scala, or rewriting systems
in the language of Maude for simulation-based analyses.

In the following sections, we illustrate our testing
techniques and the associated tools with an industrial
case study that has been modelled with ABS [32]. The
case study is described in Sect. 2. An overview of the
ABS language is provided in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we fo-
cus on a language feature of ABS called Delta Modeling
that permits modular and incremental specification of
variability as well as systematic code reuse. The subse-
quent sections each cover one of our three testing tech-
niques for ABS: Sect. 5 describes glassbox test genera-
tion; Sect. 6 describes run-time assertion checking, and
Sect. 7 describes blackbox testing.

The purpose of this paper is not a detailed presen-
tation of the theoretical foundations or the tools them-
selves, but to show how they are applied to a common
case study and how they complement each other to in-

crease confidence in the correctness of a model. For the
theory behind the employed testing techniques and de-
tailed tool descriptions we refer to [1,2,11,10,24,23].

Together, the technologies discussed in this paper
constitute a comprehensive tool box for test automa-
tion suitable for a wide range of scenarios. While most
testing approaches focus on one class of properties or on
one testing approach, in this paper we demonstrate that
the ABS platform plus Delta Modeling allow tightly in-
tegrated blackbox and glassbox, state-based and trace-
based, static and dynamic testing. In Sect. 8 we show
this to be the basis for a concerted usage of different
testing approaches that exploits their complementarity.

2 An Industrial Case Study

The Fredhopper Access Server (FAS) is a distributed,
concurrent OO system that provides search and mer-
chandising services to e-Commerce companies. FAS pro-
vides to its clients structured search and navigation ca-
pabilities within the client’s data. Fig. 2(a) shows the
architecture used to deploy FAS at a customer site.

FAS consists of a set of live environments and a sin-
gle staging environment. A live environment processes
queries from client web applications via web services.
A staging environment is responsible for receiving data
updates in XML format, indexing the XML, and dis-
tributing the resulting indices across all live environ-
ments according to a Replication Protocol. The Replica-
tion Protocol is implemented by a Replication System,
which consists of a SyncServer at the staging environ-
ment and one SyncClient for each live environment. The
SyncServer determines the schedule of replication jobs,
as well as their contents, while SyncClient receives data
and configuration updates according to the schedule.

Fig. 2(b) shows the interactions in the Replication
System. Informally, the Replication Protocol is as fol-
lows: the SyncServer begins by listening for connections
from SyncClients. A SyncClient creates and schedules a
ClientJob object that connects to the SyncServer. The
SyncServer then creates a ConnectionThread to commu-
nicate with the SyncClient’s ClientJob. The ClientJob
asks the ConnectionThread for a replication, receives a
sequence of file updates according to the schedule from
the ConnectionThread and terminates. A complete de-
scription of the protocol can be found in [32]. In this
paper we focus on the behavior of SyncClient and Clien-
tJob.

Previously we have modeled the Replication System
in ABS [32]. In this paper we specify some high-level
behavioral properties about the model from which test
cases, test runs and assertions are derived. The model
and the specifications are provided by software engi-
neers at SDL Fredhopper. We have also taken this case
study as a usability exercise of ABS language and its tool
suite [31]. While the current production version of the
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Figure 2. (a) An example FAS deployment and (b) Interactions in the Replication System

Replication System is implemented in Java, our aim is
to conduct analyses on the ABS model and to generate
executable production code of the Replication System
from ABS. By conducting analyses on the ABS model,
the generated production code would have much better
guarantees over both verified and tested properties than
the existing system.

3 Abstract Behavioral Modeling

ABS is an abstract, executable, object-oriented modeling
language with a formal SOS-style semantics [18], target-
ing distributed systems with a high degree of variability.
Many complex software systems, such as distributed ser-
vices and consumer appliance software fall in this cate-
gory.

Fig. 3 shows those parts of the layered architecture
of ABS that are used throughout this paper: at the
base are functional abstractions around a standard no-
tion of parametric algebraic data types (ADTs). Next
we have an OO-imperative layer similar to (but much
simpler than) Java. The concurrency model of ABS is
two-tiered: at the lower level it is similar to that of
JCoBox [30] that generalizes the concurrency model of
Creol [19] from single concurrent objects to concurrent
object groups (COGs). COGs encapsulate synchronous,
multi-threaded, shared state computation on a single
processor. On top of this is an actor-based model with
asynchronous calls, message passing, active waiting, and
future types. An essential difference to thread-based con-
currency is that task scheduling is cooperative, i.e., switch-
ing between tasks of the same object happens only at
specific scheduling points during the execution, which
are explicit in the source code and can be syntactically
identified. This allows to write concurrent programs in a
much less error-prone way than in a thread-based model
and makes ABS models suitable for static analysis. Specif-
ically, the ABS concurrency model excludes race condi-
tions on shared data.

Fig. 4 shows some data types and interfaces used in
the case study. The interface ClientJob models a Client-
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Figure 3. Layered Architecture of ABS

Job, while interface DataBase models the database of the
underlying file system of the SyncClient. The algebraic
data type (ADT) Content models the file system of FAS
environments in ABS. ADTs allow specifying immutable
values in functional expressions and to abstract away
from implementation details such as hardware environ-
ment, file content, or operating system specifics. Specifi-
cally, Content is either a File, where an integer (e.g., its
size) is taken to represent the content of a single file, or
it is a directory Dir with a mapping of names to Content,
thereby, modeling a file system structure with hierarchi-
cal name space.

Interface ClientJob has two methods: register(sid)
takes an integer parameter that identifies the version
of the data the replication would update the live en-
vironment to; it tests whether the live environment al-
ready contains this update (it also prepares the under-
lying database for a possible new incoming update, but
this is irrelevant for our presentation). Method file(id)

takes a String value specifying the absolute path to a file
stored in the live environment and returns a Maybe value
which is either an integer representing the file content or
the value Nothing if no such file exists.

In interface DataBase the method hasFile(id) takes
the absolute path to a file and tests whether this file
exists in the live environment; getContent(id) also takes
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1 data Content =

2 File(Int content) | Dir(Map<String,Content>);

3

4 interface ClientJob {

5 Bool register(Int sid);

6 Maybe<Int> file(String id);

7 }

8

9 interface DataBase {

10 Bool hasFile(String id);

11 Content getContent(String id);

12 }

Figure 4. Data types and Interfaces

1 def Bool isFile(Content c) =

2 case { File(_) => True; _ => False; };

3

4 class ClientJobImpl(DataBase db)

5 implements ClientJob {

6 Maybe<Int> file(String id) {

7 Fut<Bool> he = db!hasFile(id); await he?;

8 Bool hasfile = he.get;
9 Maybe<Int> result = Nothing;

10 if (hasfile) { // if1
11 Fut<Content> f = db!getContent(id);

12 await f?; Content c = f.get;
13 if (isFile(c)) { //if2
14 result = Just(content(c));

15 }

16 }

17 return result;

18 }

19 }

Figure 5. Method file and auxiliary function

a path to a file and returns a Content value representing
the content of the file identified by the input parameter.

Fig. 5 shows the implementation of method file(id)

in class ClientJobImpl. It has an instance field db of
type DataBase. The ADT function isFile(c) takes a
Content value and returns True iff value c records a file;
content(c) is a partial selector function that returns the
argument of the constructor File (line 14).

Method file is implemented using the ABS features
of asynchronous calls, message passing, active waiting,
and future types. It first calls hasFile(id) on object db

asynchronously to access the underlying file system (line
7). This call spawns a new task and returns a future
variable he as a place-holder for the result of the call to
hasFile(id). The statement “await he?” suspends the
current task until he is resolved. The result can now
safely (without blocking) be accessed with he.get (line
8).

1 delta AlternativePath;

2 modifies class ClientJobImpl {

3 modifies Maybe<Int> file(String id) {

4 id = "data2/" + id;

5 Maybe<Int> res = original(id);
6 return res;

7 }

8 }

Figure 6. Delta AlternativePath

4 Delta Modeling

ABS classes do not admit code inheritance and do not
define types: all object type declarations are strictly to
interfaces. Code reuse is, instead, realized in the para-
digm of Delta-Oriented Programming [29]. The ABS Delta
Modeling Language (DML) feature [7] implements delta-
oriented programming in ABS. Deltas are named enti-
ties that describe the code changes associated with the
realization of new features. The result is a separation
of concern between variabilty at the architecural/design
level and algorithmic/data type aspects. This helps early
prototyping and avoids a disconnect between a system’s
architecture and its implementation.

For example, suppose we provide an alternative im-
plementation of ClientJobImpl that accesses replication
data at a different top-level directory. Fig. 6 shows a
code delta AlternativePath that modifies the method
file of class ClientJobImpl. Here the method takes a
String value specifying the absolute path to a file and
a new top-level directory as its prefix. The call original
invokes the original implementation of file shown in
Fig. 5, thereby achieving code reuse.

Deltas have similarities to aspects, however, their
granularity is coarser (it is at the method level), they
are more structured, and their application is explicitly
invoked. This makes it possible to reason about the ef-
fect of changes to behavior caused by delta application
[16].

Apart from addressing code reuse and variability, the
DML also helps glassbox testing, in particular, for ob-
taining the preconditions (and invariants) of the system
under test as well as for asserting its postconditions (and
invariants). In the next section we shall see how deltas
help to implement unit tests without code cluttering.

5 Glassbox Testing

Glassbox testing takes the software’s internal structure
into account, which is typical for unit testing or regres-
sion testing. We present an approach for (automated)
test case generation (TCG) of glassbox tests for ABS.
This comprises the tools ABSUnit—a JUnit-like testing
framework—and aPET, a TCG tool.
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1 [Suite] interface AbsUnitTest {

2 [Before] Unit setup();

3 [DataPoint] Set<Pair<Int,Int>> inputData();

4 [Test] Unit testMethod1(Pair<Int,Int> comp);

5 }

Figure 7. Typical ABSUnit test interface

5.1 Fundamental Approach

5.1.1 The ABSUnit Framework

ABSUnit is an instance of the well-known XUnit test
framework [17]. As usual, the first step is to implement
the ABSUnit tests and to group them into test suites.
ABSUnit provides the annotations [DataPoint], [Before],
[After] and [Test] to indicate the purpose of a method
as data input provider for parametric tests, as a fixture
to set up or shut down the test environment, or as an
actual unit test. The annotation [Suite] is used for an
interface representing a test collection.

Fig. 7 shows a typical annotated interface for a test
suite. The actual test is provided by a class implementing
the interface. To specify test oracles, ABSUnit provides
assertion methods such as assertEquals(Comparator) or
assertThat(Matcher) (inspired by Hamcrest, see http:

//code.google.com/p/hamcrest/).
As explained in Sect. 4, ABS strictly separates sub-

typing and code reuse. Only interfaces declare types and
can subtype each other. For testing this has two main
consequences: first, there is no root object and thus one
cannot rely on a common interface and the presence of,
for example, an equals method. Instead, assertEquals
uses a comparator that knows how to compare two in-
stances of a specific kind. Second, and more importantly,
implementing tests often requires to access or to change
class internals (e.g., to check intermediate results or to
shortcut complex initialization procedures). Here, the
DML of the previous section provides an elegant solu-
tion: instead of cluttering the code base with auxiliary
code, all test-related changes are organized into separate
test deltas. Those deltas are only selected during prod-
uct testing, but are absent from the actually shipped
product. In short, in ABS test code becomes a product
feature that is selectable at product generation time.

ABSUnit generates glue code which is responsible for
test creation, test invocation (with the input provided
by datapoint methods) and for setting up the test envi-
ronment using fixtures. The ABSUnit test executor runs
the tests and records events such as test start, passed in-
put parameters, scheduling decisions and the test status
(pass, violated assertion, or deadlock). This information
is used to present and explain the test outcome.

5.1.2 Automatic TCG with aPET

Automatic test generation is done with aPET. By ana-
lyzing the source code, glassbox TCG aims at automat-
ically obtaining a small set of tests with a high code
coverage degree. This is in contrast to random input
data generators requiring an impractically large num-
ber of inputs to reach acceptable coverage. Moreover,
the maintenance of vast test suites is also impractical.

Glassbox TCG is usually done by means of symbolic
execution [20], which represents all program execution
paths up to a certain threshold, obtaining a constraint
system for each symbolic path. Constraints can be seen
as path conditions whose fulfillment by input data en-
sures that execution takes such path. Hence, solutions
to path constraints can be considered as test cases.

The system aPET realizes the Constraint Logic
Programming (CLP)-based approach to TCG [14].
The backtracking-based evaluation mechanism and con-
straint solving facilities of CLP are well matched to the
purpose of symbolic execution. The core schema consists
of two independent phases: (i) the ABS program under
test is translated into an equivalent CLP program, and
(ii) the CLP program is symbolically executed in CLP
relying on CLP’s execution mechanism. This schema has
the important property of being flexible and generic, in
the sense that the second phase is essentially indepen-
dent of the language for which symbolic execution has
to be performed. The concrete features of the target lan-
guage are abstracted in the translation and uniformly
represented in CLP.

Application of this schema to the concurrent lan-
guage ABS involves four steps:

1. Define an ABS to CLP compiler.
2. Implement the ABS concurrency-related operations

in CLP. The scheduling policy definition is left para-
metric.

3. Define an appropriate coverage criterion for concur-
rent objects, with independent limits on both the
number of task interleavings allowed and the num-
ber of loop unwindings performed in each parallel
component.

4. Implement the generation of interleavings with tasks
that could be initially present in the object’s queue
and whose execution can affect the execution of the
method under test in case it suspends. See [1] for
details.

5.2 Tool Description

The aPET engine is implemented in the Prolog CLP
system. It is packaged as a binary executable with a
command-line interface. Its integration within the ABS
tool suite, which is implemented in Java as an Eclipse
plugin, is realized as follows: In the ABS tool suite, a
handler is activated when the user requests to generate
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tests for a selected set of methods in the current ABS file.
The handler collects a set of user-defined parameters and
the abstract syntax tree of the ABS program under-test,
and invokes the aPET engine. The parameters include
among others, the coverage criterion, the scheduling pol-
icy and the level of task interleavings to be considered.
The aPET engine then compiles the provided ABS pro-
gram into a CLP program and symbolically executes it
according to the the provided parameters. As a result, a
set of tests is generated automatically for each requested
method via XML. The aPET handler finally generates
ABSUnit executable tests from the XML.

Let us observe that each test exercises a different
path of execution and include an automatically synthe-
sized test oracle. As no specifications are used, aPET
generates the test oracles from the actual results of the
program induced by the corresponding path constraints.
With such test oracles all tests will trivially pass. There-
fore, the test oracles can be seen as templates that the
user has to confirm or to modify.

5.3 Case Study

Let us consider method file of class ClientJobImpl (see
Fig. 5), and as coverage criterion, path-coverage limited
to paths with at most one loop iteration or recursive call.
Note that several functions involved in the computation
of method file are recursive. Using this coverage cri-
terion, aPET generates 6 tests, that correspond to the
following situations:
(i) a file named “” is searched in an empty file system;
(ii) file “a” is searched in an empty file system;
(iii) file “a” is searched in a file system with just an empty

folder named “a”;
(iv) file “a” is searched in a file system with a folder

named “a” that contains a file named “a”;
(v) file “a” is searched in a file system with a folder

named “” that contains a file named “”; and
(vi) file “a” is searched in a file system that just contains

a file named “a”.
In the first 5 tests the return value is Nothing, whereas
in the last one the return value is Just(0) (0 being the
content of the file). Strings are generated starting with
the empty string, then generating alphabetically strings
of length 1, etc.

Fig. 8 shows the test method testFile that is auto-
matically generated for test case (vi) above. Its imple-
mentation first invokes setHeap (line 10) to set up the
initial heap, which consists of two objects c and b of
types ClientJob and DataBase. Next, method file(id)

is called on c and asserts that the return value is as ex-
pected. It also invokes the generated method assertHeap

to assert that the invocation of file(id) changed the
heap as expected.

In addition, two delta modules are automatically cre-
ated to provide additional infrastructure for executing

1 [Fixture] interface JobTest {

2 [Test] Unit testFile();

3 }

4

5 [Suite]

6 class JobTestImpl implements JobTest {

7 ClientJob c; DataBase b; ABSAssert aut;

8 { aut = new ABSAssertImpl(); }

9 Unit testFile() {

10 this.setHeap();
11 Maybe<Int> r = c.file("a");

12 aut.assertTrue(Just(0) == r);

13 this.assertHeap();
14 }

15 Unit setHeap() { }

16 Unit assertHeap() { }

17 }

Figure 8. Generated test case

1 delta MDeltaForClientJob;

2 adds interface MClientJob extends ClientJob {

3 Unit setDB(DataBase b);

4 DataBase getDB();

5 }

6 modifies class ClientJobImpl adds MClientJob {

7 adds Unit setDB(DataBase b) { this.db = b; }

8 adds DataBase getDB() { return db; }

9 }

Figure 9. Modification Delta

1 delta TestDelta;

2 modifies class JobTestImpl {

3 modifies Unit setHeap() {

4 b = new DataBase();

5 b.setRdir(Pair("r", Entries(InsertAssoc(

6 Pair("a",Content(0)),EmptyMap))));

7 c = new ClientJobImpl(null);
8 c.setDB(b);

9 }

10 modifies Unit assertHeap() {

11 DataBase x = c.getDB();

12 Pair<String,Content> p = x.getRdir();

13 aut.assertTrue(p == Pair("r", Entries(InsertAssoc(

14 Pair("a",Content(0)),EmptyMap))));

15 }

16 }

Figure 10. Test Delta
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test cases. Delta module MDeltaForClientJob, displayed
in Fig. 9, completes existing interfaces and classes to
permit easy setup of their initial state. For example, it
provides getter and setter methods for the database ob-
ject. Similar delta modules exist for the other interfaces.
The delta TestDelta, depicted in Fig. 10, modifies the
methods setHeap (lines 3 – 9) and assertHeap (lines 10
- 15) to set up the initial heap and check the final heap.
Here TestDelta initializes the underlying file system to a
pair of String value “r” and Entries(...), where “r” is
the name of the top level directory of the file system and
the Entries value models a file named “a” with content
0 (lines 5 – 8). The delta also asserts that this value does
not change when file(id) is executed (lines 11 – 14).

6 Run-Time Assertion Checking

Run-time assertion checking (RAC) is a very useful tech-
nique for detecting faults, and it is applicable during any
program execution context, including debugging, test-
ing, and production. Compared to program logics, RAC
emphasizes executable specifications. While program log-
ics statically cover all possible execution paths, RAC is
a fully automated, on-demand validation process which
applies to the actual program runs.

Assertions are inherently state-based in that they de-
scribe properties of the program variables, i.e., fields of
classes and local variables of methods. As such, asser-
tions in general cannot be used to specify the interaction
protocol or history (i.e., the trace of incoming and outgo-
ing method calls or returns) between objects. This is in
contrast to other formalisms such as message sequence
charts and sequence diagrams. Nor do assertions support
interface specifications (fundamental in ABS, as all ob-
ject references are typed by interfaces), since interfaces
are stateless and contain only method signatures. There
exist many interesting approaches to run-time monitor-
ing of histories, including PQL [22], Tracematches [3],
JmSeq [26], LARVA [8], Jass [4], and JavaMOP [5]. How-
ever, none of these address the integration into the gen-
eral context of run-time assertion checking: they allow
specifying protocol-oriented properties, but do not pro-
vide a systematic solution to specify the data-flow of the
valid histories. Hence, the question arises how to inte-
grate protocol-oriented properties and assertions into a
single formalism, in a manner amenable to automated
verification, in particular to run-time checking.

6.1 Fundamental Approach

In [11] we identified attribute grammars with conditional
productions and annotated with assertions as power-
ful and user-friendly specifications of histories. This ap-
proach was extended to coboxes in [10]. Grammars spec-
ify invariant properties of the ongoing behavior (of a

single object, a COG, or an entire ABS model) and
as such must be prefix-closed. Context-free grammars
express the protocol structure (i.e., orderings between
events) of the valid histories in a declarative manner.
Context-free grammars, however, do not take data into
account, such as actual parameters and return values
of method calls. The question arises how to specify the
data flow of the valid histories. To this end we extend
the grammars with attributes. Terminals in the grammar
have built-in attributes such as the actual parameters,
return value and the identity of the caller and callee.
Non-terminals have user-defined attributes which define
data properties of sequences of terminals. Assertions an-
notating this attribute grammar then provide a natu-
ral way to express user-defined properties of these at-
tributes. In other words, assertions specify the allowed
attribute values of histories. This does not yet allow to
directly express data-dependent protocols. Such proto-
cols are quite common in practice, for example, the next

method of a Java Iterator may not be called, whenever
method hasNext was called directly before and returned
false. Conditional productions address this problem.

To support focussing on a particular behavioral as-
pect of communication involving data-dependent proto-
cols, we use the general mechanism of a communication
view. A communication view is a partial mapping from
events to grammar terminals. Events not associated to
terminals are projected away and play no role in the
grammar. This reduces the size of the histories, allows
using intuitive names for the selected events and keeps
the size and complexity of the grammars low. Moreover,
communication views enable the introduction of abstrac-
tions of the communication by identifying two distinct
events with the same grammar terminal.

In summary, the valid event histories are represented
as words generated by an extended attribute grammar.
Grammar productions (possibly conditional) specify the
valid protocol structure of histories, while assertions ex-
press the valid data-flow of histories.

6.2 Tool Description

Our RAC combines three components: the parser gener-
ator ANTLR, the ABS compiler, and the meta program-
ming system Rascal [21]. The ABS compiler generates
Java code for the attribute definitions in the attribute
grammar. The result is an attribute grammar defined
in the syntax of ANTLR [27]. ANTLR, a Java parser
generator, then generates a lexer and a parser for the
grammar in Java.

Rascal is a general meta-programming language tai-
lored for program transformations. We extended Rascal
with support for ABS. Our RAC uses Rascal for several
tasks: it first parses the communication view, the ABS
method signatures, and the attribute grammar. Based
on the parsing results, it generates code for a history
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1 local view ClientJobProtocol specifies ClientJob {

2 return Bool register(Int sid) r,

3 call Maybe<Int> file(String id) f,

4 call Content DataBase.getContent(String id) c

5 }

Figure 11. Communication View

class (a datatype suitable to represent the communica-
tion history of an ABS object or COG) and instruments
ABS source code around method calls and returns to
update the current history. The history class calls the
Java parser (which was generated by ANTLR) when
the history is updated to obtain new attribute values.

6.3 Case Study

We consider the ClientJob interface in Fig. 4 introduced
in Sect. 3 with the following property: in a replication
session, the register(sid)method is called initially with
sid indicating the version of data the replication would
update the client to. The method returns a Bool value
indicating whether the client accepts this replication. If
the returned value is True then the method file(id)may
be called one or more times, each time with a unique
String value representing the absolute path of a file. Af-
ter each invocation of file(id), an outgoing method in-
vocation on getContent(id) of Database may be made
with a value that must be the same absolute path as
that supplied in the preceding method file(id).

The communication view in Fig. 11 introduces the
relevant events which can be referred to in the gram-
mar by the terminals r, f, and c. Fig. 12 shows the at-
tribute grammar formalizing the property stated infor-
mally above. Attribute definitions are written between
normal brackets ‘(’ and ‘)’. The first production for-
malizes the call to register(sid), where the inherited
attribute rg stores the return value and the attribute
ns contains the List of file names processed so far by
file(id) (initially, Nil). Note that epsilon productions
are used to make the grammar prefix-closed, and that
all attributes are inherited (i.e. passed down the parse
tree) since the attributes of the non-terminals on the
right-hand side of each grammar production are defined
in terms of the attributes of the non-terminals on the
left-hand side. The second production captures a call
to file(id) and checks that the current id is new in
ns. The condition “{ T.rg == True }?” formalizes that
the value returned by register(sid) was True. The third
production handles the outgoing call and checks that the
filenames match. It also allows to call file(id) again via
the non-terminal T .

Some data types used in the grammar are defined
in Fig. 13. Function contains(ss,e) checks whether the
list ss contains the element e, while head(ss) is a partial

1 data List<A> = Nil | Cons(A head,List<A> tail);

2 def Bool contains<A>(List<A> ss, A e) =

3 case ss {

4 Nil => False ;

5 Cons(e, _) => True;

6 Cons(_, xs) => contains(xs, e);

7 };

Figure 13. List data type

selector function that returns the first element of a non-
empty list ss.

We have developed two versions of our RAC ap-
proach for Java and ABS. Using the Java version we
have successfully integrated runtime assertion checking
into the software lifecycle at SDL Fredhopper. Full detail
can be found in [9]. Using the ABS version we have con-
ducted experiments with the ABS model of the Repli-
cation System and have consequently detected crucial
protocol violation in the model. Full detail of this case
study can be found in [10].

7 Blackbox Testing

7.1 Fundamental Approach

Learning-based testing (LBT) [23] is an emerging
paradigm for black-box requirements-testing that encom-
passes the three steps of: (i) automated test case gener-
ation (ATCG), (ii) test execution, and (iii) test verdict
(the oracle step). LBT is related to model-based test-
ing (MBT). However, where MBT starts from a system
design model which is then used to generate test cases,
in LBT a model is inferred automatically from an SUT
implementation using computational learning methods
(reverse engineering). This approach has advantages for
testing systems which are undocumented, and for agile
development methods where the cost of model develop-
ment and model synchronisation with code updates is
considered too high.

LBT is an iterative procedure that attempts to gen-
erate a large volume of high quality test cases. On each
iteration, the currently inferred model is checked against
a user requirement to search for a counterexample to
requirement correctness. For this process, requirements
must be formalised within a logic, such as first-order or
temporal logic. This allows constraint solving or model
checking technology to be used in the search for coun-
terexamples. If a counterexample to correctness can be
found, this must be executed on the system under test to
determine whether it is a true negative or a false nega-
tive. True negatives can be returned as failed test cases.
False negatives can be integrated, via a learning algo-
rithm, into the inferred model to refine its accuracy. In
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S ::= ε | r T (T.rg = r.result; T.ns = Nil;)
T ::= ε | { T.rg == True }? f { assert ! contains(T.ns, f.id); }

V (V.ns = Cons(f.id, T.ns); V.rg = T.rg;)
V ::= ε | c { assert head(V.ns) == c.id; }

T (T.ns = V.ns; T.rg = V.rg;)

Figure 12. Attribute Grammar for the ClientJob Behavior

this way, the inferred model will converge to a complete
and correct model of the system under test, as increas-
ing numbers of test cases are executed. Note that in the
case that no counterexample can be found, some other
test case generation method must be used to proceed
with the iteration (see below). If the learning algorithm
always converges correctly, and if counterexample search
is a decidable problem, then LBT is a sound and com-
plete method of testing. However, for large industrial
SUTs, complete learning may not be feasible in the time
available. For this reason, many optimisations of learning
must be considered. One such optimisation is incremen-
tal learning, which can infer an incomplete model from
relatively little test data. Such incomplete models can
nevertheless uncover SUT errors. Further details about
learning optimisation can be found in [23].

The Fredhopper access server is an example of a re-
active system that can be learned as a state machine.
Indeed any client-server architecture can be modeled
and learned in this way. In this case, an automata in-
ference algorithm is needed to reverse engineer models,
and temporal logic is widely considered to be the most
useful logic to formalise user requirements. Then efficient
model checking algorithms can be employed to search for
counterexamples. An early application of LBT to testing
reactive systems was given in [24], and since then other
classes of reactive systems have also been tested in this
way (see e.g. [13]).

To interpret the testing results obtained for the Fred-
hopper access server, it will be helpful to consider in
more detail the abstract LBT algorithm used. An LBT
architecture automatically generates a large number of
high-quality test cases by combining a model checking
algorithm with a learning algorithm and a random test
case generator. Note that active learning algorithms, which
can generate their own queries are both appropriate (i.e.
they can generate test cases) and efficient (i.e. in polyno-
mial time). These three algorithms are integrated with
the system under test (SUT) in an iterative feedback
loop (see Fig. 14). On each iteration of this loop, a new
test case is generated by one of the three TCG methods,
i.e.: (i) model checking the most recent learned model
mn of the SUT against a formal user requirement Φ and
choosing any counter example to correctness; (ii) using
the active learning algorithm to generate a membership
query; (iii) random test case generation. The LBT tool
must interleave these three TCG methods to achieve an
overall testing strategy that is efficient.

Whichever TCG method is used, the new test case in
is then executed on the SUT with outcome on. The out-
come of a test case is judged as a pass, fail or warning.
This is done after each model checking step, by gener-
ating a predicted output pn (obtained from mn) that
can be compared with the observed output on (from the
SUT). Each new input/output pair (in, on) is used to
update the current model mn to a refined model mn+1,
which ensures that the iteration can proceed again. The
overall LBT architecture is illustrated by the diagram in
Fig. 14.

7.2 Tool Description

A platform for learning-based testing known as LBTest
(see [25]) has been developed for blackbox testing of
ABS and other reactive systems models. The LBTest
tool supports the integration of different model inference
algorithms with different model checkers to conduct ex-
periments in learning-based testing. The main inputs to
the tool are the SUT and a set of formal user require-
ments to be tested. For formal requirements modeling,
the main language currently supported is propositional
linear temporal logic (PLTL). LTL is chosen, since it nat-
urally models the black-box (input/output) behaviour
of reactive systems. The restriction of LTL to proposi-
tions only (i.e. PLTL rather than full first-order LTL)
is because: (i) PLTL model checking is decidable, and
(ii) there exist fast algorithms for model checking PLTL
formulas such as BDD based methods.

Note that PLTL formulas can express both safety
properties which may not be violated, and liveness prop-
erties, including use cases, which specify intended be-
haviors. Some liveness properties cannot be refuted in fi-
nite time (for example termination properties). For such
types of properties, LBTest is able to issue a warning ver-
dict that a test case has never been seen to have passed.
Therefore, both types of requirements are amenable to
testing using LBTest.

Currently in LBTest, only one model checker is sup-
ported, which is NuSMV [6]. This model checker has
been adopted mainly for its stability and wide user base.
In principle, any other model checker or even a bounded
model checker for PLTL could also be used. The learning
algorithm currently available in LBTest is the IKL learn-
ing algorithm described in [24], which is an algorithm for
learning deterministic Boolean-valued Kripke structures.
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Figure 14. Architecture of learning-based testing

Other automata learning algorithms are currently being
investigated for their performance in testing.

7.3 Tool Interface

For practical testing, propositional linear temporal logic
is much too low level to express user requirements suc-
cinctly. Therefore, the language PLTL is augmented with
finite symbolic data types, which support user defined
data type declarations. A data type declaration Σ in-
cludes type declarations and value declarations. A type
declaration defines a finite set of output types t1, ..., tn.
(Note that a single input type, with the reserved type
name in, is always assumed.) A value declaration for each
type input, t1, ..., tn consists of a finite set of constant
symbols c1, ..., cm of that type. This data type declara-
tion constitutes the only interface specification needed
for the system under test. Each symbolic data value
(both input and output) must be mapped into a con-
crete native data value according to the programming
language used for the SUT. This mapping code is stored
in a thin wrapper between the SUT and LBTest, which
also acts as a communication manager between LBTest
as a server and the SUT as a client.

We were interested to test the interaction between a
SyncClient and a ClientJob by learning the SyncClient
as a deterministic Kripke structure (Moore machine)
over the input data type

Σin = {setAcceptor, schedule, searchjob,

businessJob, dataJob, connectThread,

noConnectionThread}

Four relevant output data types were identified as fol-
lows:

Σschedules = {φ, {search}, {business},

{business, search}, {data}, {data, search},

{data, business}, {data, business, search}}.

Σstate = {Start,WaitToBoot,Boot,WaitToReplicate,

WorkOnReplicate,End},

Σjobtype = {nojob,Boot,SR,BR,DR},

Σfiles = {readonly,writeable}.

7.4 Case Study

The LBTest tool was applied to the problem of black-
box testing an ABS model of the Fredhopper FAS case
study described in Sect. 2. An executable SUT was ob-
tained by compiling the ABS model into Java code,
and writing a thin wrapper to encode the symbolic in-
put and output data types in Java. A total of 11 user
requirements were modeled in PLTL. For example, re-
quirement 9 was: “The SyncClient cannot modify its un-
derlying file system (files = readonly) unless it is in
state WorkOnReplicate.” A PLTL formalisation is:

G (state = WorkOnReplicate →

X (files = writable U state ∈ {End,WaitToReplicate})

∧ state 6= WorkOnReplicate →

X (files = readonly U state = WorkOnReplicate))

Table 1 gives the results obtained by running LBTest
to test these 11 user requirements on the FAS Sync-
Client. For each requirement, Table 1 breaks down the
total number of test cases used into three figures (columns
5, 6 and 7) which count the test cases generated by
each of the three different TCG methods: model checker,
learner and random. The total testing time (column 3)
is the total time taken to execute all three types of
test cases, which were interleaved. For each requirement,
Table 1 gives the final verdict (column 2) i.e. pass/-
fail/warning. Column 4 gives the size of the learned hy-
pothesis model at test termination. To terminate each
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experiment, a maximum time bound of 5 hours was cho-
sen. However, if the hypothesis model size had not changed
over 10 consecutive random tests, then testing was ter-
minated earlier than this.

Thus for example: Requirement 1 was tested for a
total of 5 hours using 50,942 test cases, of which 50,897
were generated by the learning algorithm, 45 were gen-
erated randomly, and 0 were generated by the model
checker. We see that learner generated queries dominate,
though generally this is influenced by the kind of learn-
ing algorithm used (here IKL). In fact, looking across all
requirements we can see that the ratio of random plus
model checker queries to learner queries is about 1:1000.
This means that each new model mn+1 is inferred from
mn after intervals of about 1000 learner queries. This
ratio is a property of the IKL learning algorithm itself,
and can only be influenced by choosing other learning
algorithms.

Around 10,000 test cases per hour were generated,
executed and evaluated. We can see that this test through-
put does not vary much across the 11 different require-
ments. On large SUTs, test throughput is mainly deter-
mined by the average execution speed of a single test
case. Since Requirement 1 was passed, while 45 random
and 0 model checker test cases were used, we can infer
that the model checker was called 45 times, but on each
occasion it failed to find a counterexample, so that a
random test case was used instead.

Finally notice that the number of states in the fi-
nal hypothesis automaton is rather small (8 states). The
other requirements yield hypothesis automata of simi-
lar sizes. These figures suggest that while the total state
space of the access server is almost certainly very large
(a completely accurate model would have an infinite
state space), the system abstraction learned by LBTest
to analyse each specific property can be quite small.
Nevertheless, it is not clear whether complete learning
of the state space has been achieved for any require-
ment. Complete learning is not only difficult to achieve,
in a black-box testing regime it is even difficult to de-
tect. For we have no direct access to the SUT code, and
in any case equivalence checking the SUT code (an ar-
bitrary program) with the learned model is infeasible.
This highlights the importance of incremental learning
in black-box testing context. The development of ap-
propriate coverage models, to answer this question in a
relative way, is an important open problem for the field.

Nine out of eleven requirements were passed. For re-
quirements 8 and 9, LBTest gave warnings correspond-
ing to tests of liveness requirements that were never seen
to have passed. A careful analysis of these requirements
showed that both involved using the U (strong until)
operator. When this was replaced with a W (weak un-
til) operator no warnings for Requirement 9 were seen.
Recall that under the strong interpretation of p until q,
written pUq, then q must eventually become true. How-
ever under the weak interpretation of p until q, written

Table 2. Metrics of Java and ABS of the Replication System

Metrics Java ABS
Nr. of lines of code 6400 3300
Nr. of classes 44 40
Nr. of interfaces 2 43
Nr. of data types N/A 17

pWq, then q may never become true if p holds forever.
Thus using W instead of U usually gives a weaker user
requirement that is easier to satisfy, i.e. less likely to
yield test errors.

After replacing U by W , LBTest continued to pro-
duce warnings for Requirement 8. The final conclusion is
that LBTest had successfully identified one error in the
requirements and one error in the SUT.

8 Discussion

The ABS model of the Replication System considered in
the case studies forms a part of the Fredhopper Access
Server (FAS) whose current in-production Java imple-
mentation has over 150,000 lines of code, of which over
6,000 lines constitute the Replication System. Due to its
concurrent behavior and the presence of numerous fea-
tures, the Replication System is one of the most complex
parts of FAS.

Table 2 shows metrics for the actual implementation
and the ABS model of the Replication System. When
comparing the numbers it is important to know that
the ABS model includes modeling-level aspects such as
deployment components and simulation of external in-
puts in the ABS model, which the Java implementation
lacks. The ABS model includes also scheduling informa-
tion, as well as models of file systems and data bases,
whereas the Java implementation leverages libraries and
its API. This accounts for >1,000 lines of ABS code. The
construction of the first version of the ABS model took
around 3 person months. The model was subsequently
revised and extended to capture other behavioral aspects
of the Replication System, such as timing information
and variability. Furthemore, while the Java implemen-
tation is a relatively stable part of FAS, bugs had been
identified and fixed. When there was a change in the
Java implementation, the ABS model was then updated
accordingly.

The quality assurance process at Fredhopper (as
in many other software companies) includes automated
testing. Unit tests are written manually to validate the
behavior of methods and to detect regressions. A con-
tinuous integration server executes all unit tests every
time a change is done to the code base of the product.
To leverage the results reported in this paper, manually
defined unit tests can be replaced by high coverage test
cases automatically generated by aPET. System tests, on
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Table 1. Performance of LBTest on the FAS case study

PLTL Total testing Hypothesis MC Learner Random
Req Verdict time (hours) size (states) queries queries queries
Req 1 pass 5.0 8 0 50,897 45
Req 2 pass 5.0 15 2 49,226 13
Req 3 pass 1.7 11 0 16,543 17
Req 4 pass 2.1 11 0 20,114 14
Req 5 pass 2.5 11 0 24,944 17
Req 6 pass 2.3 11 0 23,215 16
Req 7 pass 2.1 11 0 18,287 17
Req 8 warning 1.9 8 15 18,263 12
Req 9 warning 3.8 15 18 35,831 18
Req 10 pass 2.7 11 0 26,596 19
Req 11 pass 4.6 11 0 45,937 21

the other hand, are executed twice a day on instances of
FAS on a server farm. Two types of system tests are sce-
nario and functional testing. Scenario testing executes a
set of programs that emulate a user and interact with
the system in predefined sequences of steps (scenarios).
At each step they perform a configuration change or a
query to FAS, make assertions about the response from
the query, etc. Function testing executes sequences of
queries, where each query-response pair is used to de-
cide on the next query and the assertion to make about
the response. Both types of tests require a running FAS
instance and can be augmented with RAC techniques
described in Sect. 6. Moreover, by formalising scenar-
ios using PLTL, scenario testing can be augmented with
blackbox testing using LBTest. In summary, the various
testing approaches provided for ABS models have the
potential to substantially increase automation and cov-
erage at the unit, scenario, and function testing level.

The three test approaches discussed here should be
used in concertation in such a way that their comple-
mentarity can be exploited. To give one example, given a
high-level specification with ABS interfaces, one can gen-
erate test cases from class implementations using aPET
to validate whether the implementations match the spec-
ification. We demonstrated this in Sect. 5 when we gen-
erated tests for the ClientJobImpl that cover all paths
specified by a given coverage criteria. Another example
is the combined application of LBTest and RAC during
system testing. RAC makes assertions about object in-
teraction which are specified in terms of attribute gram-
mars as exemplified by our specification of a property of
the ClientJob protocol. However, RAC checks those as-
sertions only if corresponding execution paths are visited
during a system run. Conversely, LBTest actively inter-
acts with the SUT to learn a model that is then checked
against PLTL formulae. This means LBTest attempts to
trigger the execution paths corresponding to the formu-
lae. Restricting the specification of properties to PLTL
makes proving such properties on the model decidable.
Note that LBTest checks both safety and liveness prop-

erties while run-time assertion checking aims merely at
safety properties.

To achieve scalability and full automation at the same
time, it was essential to work in a model-based frame-
work. Our results would not have been possible at the
level of implementation languages, such as Java or C++.
On the other hand, it is perfectly possible to compile
ABS test cases and runtime assertion checks into any of
the target languages supported by ABS code generation,
which includes Java.

We stress that, while ABS is a modeling language, it
implements such concepts as interfaces, shared heap ac-
cess, and asynchronous concurrent execution. This per-
mits precise modeling and realistic simulation [31]. Delta
modeling not only permits to factor out the commonal-
ity in modeled software, but is pragmatically very useful
to achieve a clean separation between test code and pro-
ductive code at proudct build time.

9 Conclusion

We presented a modeling framework based on the lan-
guage ABS that enables extensive test automation for
a complementary, yet fully integrated set of testing ap-
proaches. All techniques are fully implemented and were
evaluated with an industrial case study. The different
testing techniques cover different kinds of properties and
complement each other with respect to their require-
ments such as having access to source code, or the avail-
ability of specifications in the form of assertions or tem-
poral logic formulas (see also Fig. 1). We showed in par-
ticular that testing can be performed on models of highly
distributed systems, and, even further, how formal meth-
ods enable us to automate large parts of testing and test
case generation.

As future work, we would like to lift automated test-
ing techniques from the product to the family level in
product line engineering [28]. First ideas on how to ap-
proach this exist, such as sharing test cases (and test
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runs) between products in case the products are identi-
cal or overlap with respect to the executed code. Work
in the direction of compositionality [2] of glassbox test
generation exhibits further potential to produce reusable
test cases. In black box requirements testing, it becomes
important to integrate product variability points into
formal requirements languages such that during applica-
tion engineering [28], when variability points are being
instantiated for specific products, requirements may also
be instantiated for those products.
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